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2 | Editorial

Dear Business Partners,
Dear Friends of White,

It is a great honor for me to present the latest edition of our 
Whiteboard Magazine to you. Let me take this opportunity 
to introduce myself. I have recently joined CRH and will be 
responsible for strengthening and further developing our 
white cement business across the North Danube cluster. 

Of course, being entrusted with a well-shaped business 
segment driven by a skillful and dedicated team of technical 
and sales experts, it is clearly visible that our common aim 
to strive for excellence in white is not just an empty phrase 
but rather the guiding principle in our daily work. 

Being close to our clients and understanding their individual 
needs has made us the preferred supplier of white cement 
for many prestigious manufacturers – this is something we 
are especially proud of. Moreover, many clients have turned 
into real partners over the years. We are grateful, as these 
relationships unleashed  tremendous potential for techni-
cal developments, innovative applications, and tailormade 
solutions.

We at CRH are particularly proud of this current edition of 
Whiteboard, as once again several unique projects created 
by our partners are unveiled in it, with special focus on the 
Bauhaus Museum Weimar project presented in due depth.

On behalf of CRH North Danube and the White Team I wish 
you an inspiring reading.

Best regards,

Michael Oppermann, MSc
Sales Director White Cement North Danube

EXCELLENCE  
IN WHITE
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Bauhaus Museum Weimar
Internationally, the Bauhaus, founded in Weimar in 1919,  
is one of the most important design and art schools  
of the 20th century. For its anniversary, a new museum  
is founded on-site. It is constructed and operated by  
the Klassik Stiftung Weimar.
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Weimar did not show a lasting love with the Bauhaus, its 
ideas and artists. Just six years after the founding, the 
artist group left the city for political reasons and settled 
in Dessau. It was a long time until the Bauhaus again had 
its own place in Weimar: Not until 1995 was a provisional 
Bauhaus Museum built on the Theaterplatz, which until its 
closing presented only a small portion of the rich col-
lection of the Weimar Bauhaus collection. Because the 
Haus offered neither room for the contemporary pres-
entation nor satisfied current requirements, the Federal 
Government and the state of Thuringia commissioned the 
Klassik Stifting Weimar in 2008 with the construction of a 
new Bauhaus Museum. After an international architecture 
competition, construction began in November 2015. The 
Bauhaus Museum Weimar opened in the Bauhaus year 
2019.

Location – A Modern Neighbourhood for Weimar 
Directly across from the “Gauform district of Weimar” 
and on the edge of the Weimarhallenpark arises the new 
Bauhaus Museum Weimar. The situation of the new con-
struction, subject to urban development and history, the 
neighbourhood developed more attractively between the 
Goetheplatz, Nordvorstadt, and Bahnhofsviertel and lent 
it at the same time a cultural perspective. Because, at the 
same time, three historical periods of modernity meet each 
other at the location of the new museum in a historically 
unique way: the harbour of greenery, culture, and sports 
west of the new construction as a “cultural project” of 
the Weimar Republic, the national-socialistic state project 
“Gauforum” as a one-time logistical centre of European 
forced labour, and the obvious answer from the DDR time 
in this region the “Lange Jakob”, a socialist student dorm.

With the Bauhaus Museum Weimar, there arises in per-
spective a lively cultural centre, which spans the bend 
from the exiting 19th century to the ambivalent history of 
the modern up to the present. It is also one of the most 
important nodes in the “topography of the modern” – a 
network which combines historical places and memo-
rial centres of the modern with one another throughout 
Weimar.

Much-discussed architecture
In 2012, in the international architectural competition for the 
Bauhaus Museum Weimar, the museum design from Prof. 
Heike Hanada, in cooperation with Prof. Benedict Tonon, 
won from more than 500 competitors.

A minimalist glass cube over a concrete base forms the 
geometrically clear architecture of the new construction, 
in which, on five levels, two-level open rooms merge into 
one another. In the competition design, slim, visually clean 
glass strips marked the façade of the construction. They 
were to float freely and without framing and thus form a 
regular horizontal rhythm, overlapping the linear pattern 
with fine, black lines, and fracturing at irregular points. 
In addition, revolving bands of light make it possible to 
illuminate the façade at night. Behind the glass strips 
stacked, large-format concrete elements form the shell of 
the construction project. In the course of controversially 
carried-out discussions on the façade of the new con-
struction, on 6 November 2018, the foundation board of 
the Klassik Stiftung Weimar followed the recommendation 
of a specialist jury and commissioned the foundation to 
realise the already pending alternative façade design from 
architect Heike Hanada.
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In this, the previously intended glass façade was reject-
ed. Furthermore, however, bands of light integrated into 
the façade and covered with transparent glass panes are 
intended. 24 horizontal LED lines structure the monolithic 
façade of the construction and at the same time convey the 
impression of lightness.

Concrete façade in the highest quality
The 45-metre long, 27-metre wide and 23-metre high cube 
of the museum new construction is enclosed by concrete el-
ements with an overall surface of 3,500 square metres. The 
in total 400 steel concrete elements serve as a façade, wall 
bracket, portal, and entrance variants. With its manufac-
ture and the transport to the construction site, Hemmerlein 
Ingenieurbau GmbH is commissioned from Bodenwöhr. The 
elements, to be finished in the best quality, had to be meas-
ured regarding size accuracy and evenness according to 
the highest demands of the applicable set of standards and 
the newest exposed concrete guidelines. In addition, edge 
sharpness, the panel alignment, as well as the texture of the 
processed and untreated surfaces are in focus.

For the production process, the recipes developed for the 
façade elements, on the one side, had to be cut exactly to 
the desired form work for water content and compression 
willingness; on the other side, the RAL palette white-grey 
had to be reproduced in the actual component.

The basis for a purposeful control of the desired co-
lour play is the use of White cement from CRH from the 
Slovakian Rohožník. In addition to planning and produc-
tion, surface processing and construction site transport 
also belonged to the core tasks of Hemmerlein. In the 

interim storage through to transportation to Weimar, the 
continual carbonation of the concrete was in particular 
to be observed. For this reason, the procedure and the 
length of the interim storage were already considered in 
the planning and production phase, in order to control the 
colour changes of the architectural concrete in the entire-
ty of all elements. Only in such a way was façade design 
balanced in appearance, construction, and durability to be 
achieved.

Exhibition
Bauhaus as a many-voiced school of ideas
After its opening in April 2019, the museum tour of the city 
site was possible via a generous foyer, from the neighbour-
ing Weimarhallenpark, via a large terrace on the ground 
floor. The entrance hall is at the same time the exit point for 
all decisive paths into the interior of the museum. In this, 
visitors are oriented with the help of cascade stairways in a 
cleverly designed coordination system. Through horizontal 
and diagonal visual connections in the adjoining air spaces, 
it is considerate of the individual functional areas.

Thus, the new design of the Bauhaus in Weimar shows 
itself as a living and many-voiced school of ideas. In addi-
tion to design icons and so far not shown time documents, 
the large questions, utopias, and experiments of the early 
Bauhaus and the twenties are placed back in the limelight. 
No linear history of the Bauhaus is told. To a much greater 
degree, the question of Walter Gropius “How do we want 
to go on living” serves as a common thread for the exhibi-
tion program. In this way, too, it is clear how the Bauhaus 
initiated at the start of the 20th century decisive changes for 
a new society and a new common way of living.
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More than just beautiful façades
On the backgrounds of the appealing façades made of concrete elements, we 
spoke with Dipl.-Ing. Michael Ehrhardt, managing director of the Hemmerlein 
Ingenieurbau GmbH, and Dr. Jürgen Oecknick.

With the new construction of the 
Bauhaus Museum in Weimar, it was 
not only an architectural and urban 
development accent that was created. 
From the perspective of construction, 
the striking cube was also a challenge. 
What pushed you toward this project?

Jürgen Oecknick: I supported the 
company Hemmerlein Ingenieurbau 
GmbH in technical marketing because 
I’m principally not involved in matters 
of project acquisition. But, naturally, I’m 
informed about the ongoing projects. 
Special in the new construction of the 
Bauhaus Museum, for the concrete 
façade there was also an extraordinar-
ily complex bidding process. And in 
the course of this bidding procedure, 
the company Hemmerlein received the 
commission for the planning, produc-
tion, delivery, and assembly of the 
reinforced concrete elements.

Exposed concrete surfaces are cur-
rently very much a trend. From your 
perspective, what were the special 
challenges for the façade elements of 
the new construction of the museum?

Michael Erhardt: In the creation of 
the façade, very limited tolerances 
had to be upheld. You can see this in 

the formation of the contraction and 
structural joints. If they do not face 
exactly horizontally and vertically, the 
entire façade will seem to be visual-
ly misaligned. Thus, a wall bracket 
weighs approximately 20 tonnes. That 
means that even the large-format parts 
must be finished with extremely low 
deviations. In addition, there should 
be neither colour changes, nor edge 
breakage. Therein lays the greatest 
challenge. Last but not least, the sur-
face must be uniform. But, exactly on 
this, something else must be added. 
You see in the façade light colour 
deviations. That is desired. Normally, 
exposed concrete parts are water-
proofed. Otherwise, the elements will 
become contaminated even during 
transport. That was not desired. In-
stead, the component surfaces should 
“age naturally”. That is on the one hand 
very sharp, but on the other hand it 
conceals a high risk regarding unde-
sired and relatively early arising colour 
changes on the element surface.

How was the lasting and secure fixing 
of the concrete elements to the outer 
wall ensured?

Michael Erhardt: With the high 
individual weight of the elements, 

the overall façade was not hung but 
stacked. It stands on a foundation 
created specially for it and was also 
fixed to the façade through horizontal 
screw connections made of stainless 
steel.

That is an important task. Concrete 
can be designed and produced princi-
pally for a very long-time frame of use 
in lasting fashion. But, if the elements 
are not fixed correctly and the move-
ments of the finished parts are not 
compensated for when mounted, you 
will have big problems.

I speak not only of temperature ex-
pansions, but also of so-called drying 
shrinkage. The inner, not yet bound 
water will evaporate depending on the 
environment until the achievement of 
an equilibrium moisture content. The 
movements resulting from this can 
cause considerable tensions and thus 
marked enforce states.

If the hanging or the screw connec-
tion is not properly designed, that is, 
when you do not constructively loos-
en it, you will have numerous cracks 
after a year. Many structural damages 
which are ascribed to the specifics 
of the concrete and often also to the 
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cement are, in my experience, to be 
attributed to planning, measuring, 
and execution errors.

In addition to the high quality of the 
exposed concrete surface, the col-
our play of white to grey is of decisive 
importance. Which function does the 
white cement used have?

Michael Erhardt: The architect 
wanted a classic, changing concrete 
grey. But in a somewhat lighter base 
colour for this, Hemmerlein has created 
its own recipe, which was developed 
specially for the Bauhaus Museum 
project and therefore also was not 
communicated as regards all its par-
ticularities. Such, however, can be said 
in this place - without White cement, 
it principally would not work. The use 
of pigments in the Bauhaus Muse-
um project was avoided for reasons 
of concrete technology and reasons 
of finishing techniques and instead 

a marginal mixing of the white cement 
with another cement was realised.

What were the deciding project quali-
ties which led to the use of CRH White?

Jürgen Oecknick: White cement is 
of course offered by several manufac-
turers. But we wanted a cement which 
strengthens radiation efficiency and 
sheen when wet. And which, at the 
same time, compensates for the neg-
ative consequences such as porosity 
and strength reduction. Imagine that 
White cement from CRH brings a very 
high core temperature in exothermal 
reactions which gives the impetus in 
the prefabrication factory. There, there 
are cycle times that must be upheld. A 
slower white cement could not be used 
in this case, because then the amount 
of cement would have to be increased. 
Thus, not only the costs, but also the 
challenges in the measurement of 
components would increase.

CRH White was an optimal solution. It 
has a solid level of whiteness like other 
binding materials, but it also implements 
an intensive hardening kinetics into the 
prefabricated concrete. Thus, even in 
case of higher strength requirements, 
more mixing water can be used. This 
then guarantees, on the one hand, a 
brilliant colouring, and, on the other 
hand, the upholding of the planned 
cycle times in the prefabrication plant. A 
further aspect plays just as important a 
role: CRH White is one of the few Euro-
pean high-performance white elements, 
in the manufacture of which 15-20 per-
cent less CO2 is emitted. And it is prin-
cipally on this which Hemmerlein places 
great value. Naturally, we have also had 
to exert a lot of additional painstaking 
work in order to adjust our concrete 
recipe to the application technology 
properties of the CO2-reduced white 
binding materials, but in the end what 
counts is only the sustainable result in 
the sense of the Bauhaus concept.
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Consistent surface and colour quality 
were required in the project as well as 
a high dimensional tolerance. How was 
the last solved?

Jürgen Oecknick: That can be 
shown in five points. First, at Hem-
merlein, the overall design planning 
was done in computer-supported 
and model-based fashion. That is the 
state of technology in prefabrication 
plants. In Hemmerlein, work is done 
in multi-track fashion. That is, on the 
one hand, the father, who does a lot 
of preparatory work through intensive 
communication with the architects. 
And both sons are there. The one is 
the technical and constructive brain of 
the company, the other is responsible 
for the finishing, the sales, and the 
assembly logistics. The power of the 
Company Hemmerlein Ingenieurbau 
lies in that they deliver everything from 
one source. The ideas of the archi-
tects are carried out in model-based 

and computer-supported fashion in 
close collaboration with all partners in 
the design planning.

The second point is an absolutely 
exact formwork construction. That is 
sometimes as in an entirely special 
manufacture, in which each formwork 
is finished extra.  To this, too, belongs 
the formwork shell which is selected.

The third, which is also very important: 
You must have an idea and experience 
in concrete pouring. For the reason 
alone that you compact as you want 
to. Even in the compaction, several, 
special methods come into use.

Thus, in the end there are five keys 
that define the success of Hemmerlein: 
Computer-supported and model-based 
measuring, qualified formwork con-
struction, and a great deal of experi-
ence in concrete pouring. In addition, 
there is the smooth transport of the 

elements and the intelligent construc-
tion site logistics, which help the pro-
ject to reach a successful completion.

Authors: Sven-Erik Tornow,  
Anke Wunder (OPTERRA)

Photos: Hemmerlein Ingenieurbau 
GmbH/Andrew Alberts, AK Baufach-
presse/ Claudia Büttner/Stephan Falk/
Sven-Erik Tornow
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Special façade
Even in the preparation, both CRH 
companies worked actively on the 
program design and the contents. 
Together with our CRH White cement 
customer Hemmerlein Ingenieurbau 
GmbH, in the course of the information 
program with Dr. Jürgen Oecknick, 
there was a high-quality speaker, who 
provided the specialist journalists with 
technical details on the façade and the 
use of White cement. 

On the construction site, the represent-
atives of the building press could be 
convinced of the extraordinary archi-
tecture in three thematically different 
tours.

On the topic of architecture and exhi-
bition design, architect Heike Hana-
da herself led a tour of the building, 
explaining to experts of the architecture 
office the particularities of the façade 
and constructive materials as well as 
details on the technical building equip-
ment (TGA) – especially on ventilation.

A palace and a library
A further highlight of the meeting for 
the building press was the visit of the 
city castle in Weimar and the Duchess 
Anna Amalia Library, which was largely 
destroyed by a fire in 2004. Due to 
the fire, several historic pieces were 
lost and the building suffered severe 
damage. Irony of fate: When the fire 
broke out, a new fire protection con-
cept was already in the works. Today, 
in the restored library, a modern and 
sophisticated fire protection system is 
in use. Thanks to numerous donations 
from around the world it was possible 
to restore the collection to almost 100 
percent again. A particular treasure 
of the collection is the first complete 
edition of Luther’s Bible translation, 
which appeared in Wittenberg in 1534; 
luckily it was rescued. Although official-
ly already closed from 2018, the doors 
of the Weimar city castle were opened 
as an exception for the building press 
working group. Here, comprehensive 
restoration measures are planned.  
Until 2023, on the ground floor the visi-
tor portal of the classic foundation  
will stand. On the second floor, there  
will be a completely newly conceived 
exhibition. The state and country have 
granted 40 million Euro for the compre-
hensive restoration measures.

About the building press working 
group registered association
The building press working group is a 
unique communication network as a 
recognised professional association. 
The members active in the construc-
tion cover nearly the entire spectrum 
of the building, begun with architecture 
and planning, through to the individual 
division of underground engineering, 
building construction, and expansion, 
to structural engineering, through to 
overall building management as well as 
facility management. As a new member 

Building Press Working Group Annual Meeting

OneCRH in Weimar
On the occasion of the annual working group of the German building press 
in Weimar on 28./29. September three CRH Group companies were able 
to present to over 80 specialist journalists from all of Germany. In the centre 
of the meeting was the visit of the new “Bauhaus Museum Weimar”, which 
at that time was still under construction. CRH White was represented in the 
façade and OPTERRA in the interior construction.
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in the working group, there participated 
the Head of Marketing and Product 
Management of Halfen GmbH, which 
likewise belongs to the CRH group.
 
Photos: Hemmerlein Ingenieurbau 
GmbH/Andrew Alberts, AK Baufach-
presse/ Claudia Büttner/Stephan Falk/
Sven-Erik Tornow

Heike Hanada, architect of the Bauhaus 
Museum Weimar
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Eurocem Projects in Belgrade
Reconstruction of the “Slavija square” in the center of Belgrade is our 
latest project in which we were recognized as a reliable partner.
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Our products are known for their quality in this area, and 
that is the reason why we were chosen to participate in this 
significant project for the capital of Serbia.

The stability of our business over the past sixteen years is 
a guarantee to our associates, as well as the trust shown 
by large investors. Our CRH White cement was used in the 
reconstruction of the “Slavija plateau”, on which we worked 
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in close cooperation with the “Stone-
crete” company. The project includ-
ed replacement of panels and was 
finished in September 2018.

Thanks to the wide assortment and 
high quality of our products, we par-
ticipated in various projects, and our 
seal was imprinted on facades of many 
buildings throughout Serbia.

We are proud of the trust that has been 
given to us in the finishing works of the 
“St. Simeon Mirotocivi” Church  in New 
Belgrade. The entire facade of this new 
church and konak (the residence of the 
monk’s) is made of our material, and 
thousands of inhabitants of this munici-
pality have the view on the new church. 
In the past we have done the front of 
the church’s monastery. The project 
was continued and now the whole 
front side of the “St. Simeon Mirotocivi” 
Church in New Belgrade is made of 
CRH White cement. This project was 
finished in August 2018.
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Contact
Eurocem d.o.o
Milentija Popovića 5/S2, 
11070 Belgrade, Serbia
T: +381 11 614 9204 | +381 11 614 9208
F: +381 11 614 9215
E: office@eurocem.rs
W: www.eurocem.rs
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The neverending love for concrete
The VPI Concrete bench KAVICS designed by Fruzsina Fülöp, has just won 
the Architizer A+ Award, one of the most important architectural and design 
awards in the world. KAVICS is one of the many awarded projects of VPI Con-
crete, a Budapest-based company that designs and creates advanced con-
crete furniture for public spaces. 

The Architizer A+ Award
The Architizer A+ Awards are given 
annually in many categories by Ar-
chitizer, the largest online community 
of architects in the world. KAVICS has 
won the Jury’s Award together with the 
Popular Choice Award in the outdoor 
furniture category. This is not the first 
time that VPI Concrete is recognized 
by Architizer. The CROMA concrete 
bench, designed by Renáta Paunoch, 
won the Architizer A+ Popular Choice 
Award in 2016.

KAVICS, the winner
KAVICS is the Hungarian word for 
‘pebble’. It is smooth, ergonom-
ic, and effortlessly blends into its 
environment. Its uniqueness lies in 
its eye-catching appearance which 
makes people want to interact with 
it. 

Its delicate form is the result of sig-
nificant technological developments. 
Creating the complex shape of KA-
VICS was possible due to VPI’s own 
in-house developed concrete mixture, 

and a special combination of the latest 
3D modelling technology and tradi-
tional craftsmanship. 

But design is not just about the beauty 
of the form. By designing KAVICS, VPI 
Concrete’s goal was to emphasize the 
joy of using public spaces. The object’s 
friendly and familiar shape gives public 
spaces a boost while its definitive pur-
pose is to be suitable for a varied range 
of joint and individual usage options.

The optimal form was selected from 35 
different sculptural shape studies. The 
3D model based on the selected shape 
was used to create the final mould. 
Every KAVICS concrete bench is cast 
in this mould. The shape and surface 
reach their final form after casting, 
making any burnishing or polishing 
unnecessary. It is straightforward con-
crete just like VPI’s every product.

Genuine concrete objects
VPI Concrete was founded by archi-
tects and landscape architects in order 
to invent a new integrity in the design 

and technology of concrete products 
and their function in public spaces. 
They exclusively use concrete mixtures 
of their own, developed specifically for 
durable and diverse urban furniture. 
These objects have a solid appear-
ance, an air of slenderness and an 
atmosphere of sensuality.

The founders share the love for con-
crete objects, which continues to be 
the most important drive in VPI Con-
crete. They take pleasure in analyzing 
public space projects just as much as 
they enjoy designing objects, devel-
oping concrete mixtures, and creating 
complicated formworks.

The freedom of concrete
Plasticity and solidity make concrete 
one of the most important materials of 
contemporary architecture and design. 
The wonderful qualities of concrete, 
combined with VPI’s unique technolo-
gy, allow the creation of finely detailed 
shapes and surfaces, unimaginable 
just a few years ago. The possibilities 
are limited only by the imagination.
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With the use of CRH cements, VPI 
has developed self-compacting 
high-performance concrete mixtures 
with low water-cement ratio, spe-
cifically designed for durable and 
diverse urban furniture. They allow 
creating straightforward concrete 
objects without any alterations after 
casting. The handcrafted, furniture 
quality formworks are also key ele-
ments. 

Unique design process
Constant development is essential to 
create concrete furniture that has the 
power to become a vital part of the 
ever-changing towns or cities, while it 
is also a great tool for architects and 
landscape architects. Development is 
a never-ending process, and the new 
requirements and needs public spaces 
have presented are reflected by VPI 
Concrete’s most recent and previous 
pieces of work as well.

The design, development and pro-
duction of every piece of furniture 
is controlled by VPI, therefore their 
characteristics can easily adapt to newly 
emerging needs. Aspects of manufac-
turing are taken into account throughout 
the process to ensure that the reality 
of concrete clearly comes through in 
product design and development. The 

different stages of making an object 
are in a symbiotic relationship with one 
another, and this connection is never 
broken.

Inspiring public furniture
To create objects that function well 
and give a powerful impression, a 
combination of digital and manual 
methods is essential. Therefore, in 
addition to the CAD modelling, sev-
eral small models are created using 
different sculpting techniques. These 
shape studies help perceive and 
understand design concepts much 
better. They bring the curves and 
lines to life.

Before an object reaches the proto-
type-ready phase, life-sized models 
are created. To start manufacturing, 
a ripe concept is needed. The sev-
eral aspects of beauty, function and 
maintenance all need to be addressed. 
After the first formwork is built, signif-
icant changes might still be done to 
the product, modifying even its basic 
characteristics. 

The steps of the design method are the 
result of experience and experimen-
tal attitude. Conceiving furniture that 
continuously inspires the design and 
usage of public spaces is a challenging 

task. At VPI Concrete, product design, 
development, and production go hand 
in hand to ensure high quality in the 
entire process. 

KAVICS
Designer: Fruzsina Fülöp, Péter István 
Varga

Photos: Anna Fabricius
The product page of KAVICS on the 
VPI concrete website: http://vpi.hu/en/
portfolio/kavics/

Further awards of KAVICS

European Design Award Silver, 2019
Gold A’Design Award, 2018
IDA Design Award Bronze, 2018

The product is protected by European 
design registration. Design registration 
numbers:
EUIPO: 003737907-0001, 
003737907-0002, 
05809209-0001
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VPI Concrete Design & Manufacture

VPI Kft.
1116 Budapest,  
Fehérvári út 132-144. 
Tel: +36 1 789 79 66
E-mail: press@vpi.hu 
www.vpiconcrete.com
facebook: vpiconcrete
instagram: vpiconcrete

VPI’s further awards
Hungarian Design Award, 2017
Silver A’Design Award, 2016
Blueprint Awards 2016, shortlisted
Architizer A+ Awards, 2016
Hungarian Design Award, special prize from  
the Design Council, 2013
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Beton Těšovice
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We would like to introduce Be-
ton-Těšovice spol. s r.o. from Czech 
Republic. Beton-Těšovice was found-
ed in 1991 by the German company 
Stangl AG.

The intention of the German owners 
was to expand the production of con-
crete products, especially urban- and 
garden furniture. The production also 
focuses on concrete in all required 
shapes and sizes – in other words 
custom manufacturing. An expanding 
production also meets the increasing 
demand for concrete goods in the 
German, Austrian, Czech and Slovak 
markets.

The photographs show one of the 
many projects implemented by Be-
ton-Těšovice in Prague. It is a white 
concrete parterre of an office building 
ordered by Hochtief Praha in Lomnická 
Street in Prague 4, Nusle.

The concrete was made from White 
cement CEM I 52.5 R, produced 
by CRH (Slovensko) a.s. and white 
crushed limestone aggregates from 
Krty near Strakonice.
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At the grey wedge steps there 
was addition of the Prague mosaic 
(40 x 40 x 20 mm cubes) in the foot-
steps. This project was realized in 2016 
and 2017.

The proof that white cement is an 
essential part of Beton-Těšovice’s 
production is also the entrance portal 
to the company’s premises where it 
is possible to see several successful 
applications with White cement.

Contact

Beton-Těšovice, spol. s r.o.
383 01 Těšovice-Běleč 59, district 
Prachatice
Czech Republic

T +42 388 302 812
E marek@beton-t.cz
W www.beton-tesovice.cz
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White Cement projects
Do you or your customers have an outstanding project or  
application made from White Cement?
Share it with us and get a gift.

Simply follow these easy steps
1. Go to www.crh-white.com/projects
2. Submit your project information via the online form.

This contest is for all customers of CRH White cement.
Project submission is possible until 31st of January 2020.
Terms and conditions are stated on  
www.crh-white.com/projects

Take a picture,  
share it with us  
and you can  
get a gift
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North Danube Management

Klaus Födinger
Managing Director CRH 
North Danube
klaus.foedinger@sk.crh.com

Michael Oppermann
Sales Director White Cement 
North Danube
michael.oppermann@at.crh.com
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Regional Sales Management
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Stanislav Belanec
Product Manager & Sales 
White Cement 
Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Ukraine
stanislav.belanec@sk.crh.com

Sven Thorenz
Application Consultant& 
Technical Marketing
Germany, Switzerland, 
Benelux
sven.thorenz@at.crh.com

Beáta Kárpáti
Application Consultant & 
Technical Marketing
Hungary
beata.karpati@hu.crh.com

Karolina Rułka
Application Consultant & 
Technical Marketing
Poland
karolina.rulka@at.crh.com

Sladjana Ruzic
Application Consultant
Balkan Region
sladjana.ruzic@at.crh.com

 

Rade Bučevac
Marketing Director CRH 
North Danube
rade.bucevac@sk.crh.com

Miroslava Paľová
Marketing Manager
miroslava.palova@sk.crh.com

Marketing
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